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Population... 10.3m 
GDP (purchasing power parity)... $331.64bn 
GDP per capita (PPP)...  $32,200
Mobile/cell phone subscriptions... 11.9m 
Smartphone users... 6.4m 
Internet users - total... 8.58m 
Broadband connections... 4.2m 
Broadband - subscriptions per 100 people... 40.8 
Sources: CIA World Factbook / Statista

Portugal : statistics

THE RISE OF MUSIC STREAMING has been so 
swift that, in a relatively small amount of time, it has 
become common to see countries where streaming 
represents upwards of 80% of total recorded music 
revenue, even outside of the accepted pioneers in 
digital music. 

This makes Portugal something of an outlier in the 
global music business. Streaming made up just over 
40% of total recorded music revenue in 2020 in 
Portugal, according to local Music Ally sources, a 
number that would put it far behind Germany, itself 
known as something of a digital music late starter. 

On the one hand, you can put this down to a 
recorded music market that is distorted by very 
strong performance rights income, which made 
up around 44% of total recorded music income 
in Portugal in 2020, as compared to 16.5% in 
neighbouring Spain.

On the other, with VOD also off to a slow start in 
Portugal - a recent report from Eurostat found that 
Portugal had the fifth lowest number of people 
watching TV or video through steaming services in 
2020 - the fear is that Portugal may be getting left 
behind in the digital world.

João Teixeira, MD of Warner Music Portugal, says 
that streaming is achieving “strong traction” in 
Portugal. “It was slightly slower to take-off here, as 

Streaming makes up a relatively low percentage of recorded 
music income in Portugal. But efforts are afoot to boost the 
practice in what is a tech-friendly territory.

the big services only established a local presence after they 
got their Spanish businesses up and running,” he explains. 
“But now digital growth is robust, although we do need 
to convert more music fans from free-to-use services to 
premium channels.” 

To back this up, Teixeira explains that more than two million 
people regularly use a music streaming platform in Portugal 
- not bad for a country of 10m inhabitants - “but only around 
750,000 currently pay to subscribe to one, underlining the 
opportunity for growth if we can persuade more music fans 
to sign-up to premium service”.

Jose-Maria Barbat, president of Sony Music Spain and 
Portugal, says that, while overall revenue growth in Portugal 
is still strong, streaming service adoption has happened later 
in Portugal than in most other EU countries. “It is undeniable 
that currently streaming income is comparatively low in 
Portugal primarily due to three reasons: a smaller market 
size, a late launch of the main streaming platforms and a low 
ARPU,” he says. “The launch and deployment of the main 
streaming platforms has not been consistent across the EU 
territories. Digital service providers have typically prioritised 
entry in a territory based on market size and Portugal ranks 
89th in the list of countries by population. As a result, 
streaming service adoption has happened later in Portugal 
than in most other EU countries.”

What’s more, he says that lower paid subscription retail 
prices have also significantly impacted net music revenue, 
as the ARPU in Portugal is smaller than in man Western 
countries. 

“However, we don’t see a mid-term problem, as we feel 
Portuguese market is just a couple of years behind its 
neighbouring countries and there is plenty of room and 
opportunity for streaming revenue growth,” he adds. “The 
evolution of the streaming market in the main EU territories 
and the double-digit year-over-year growth we are having, 
indicates that Portugal will soon catch up.  

The role of the leading DSPs will, clearly, be important 
for this. They may not currently have offices in Portugal 
but Teixeira says they are getting better at curating and 
promoting Portuguese music. “In the last year, Spotify and 
Tidal have launched Portuguese social media profiles,” he 
adds. “We believe the situation could improve further if 
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leading DSPs hire dedicated Portuguese music editors.”

Barbat agrees. “Historically, mobile operator bundles have 
been key to triggering growth in the Portuguese market,” 
he says. “However, the Portuguese streaming market would 
benefit from more engagement and marketing investment 
from DSPs. We miss outdoors campaigns and partner 
programs such as Sessions or Originals, which have been 
extremely successful in other territories to drive service 
awareness and paid subscriptions.”  

Meanwhile, Teixeira says that the recorded music industry 

in Portugal is working with its partners to help further boost 
the streaming market in Portugal. “We’ve created an official 
streaming chart, which is heavily publicised in the media,” he 
explains. “We’re also pushing streaming at the big industry 
awards, the Play, Portuguese Music Awards, with the 
‘Vodafone Song of the Year’ being chosen by the public from 
among the most streamed songs of the year. 

“Record labels are also asking to telcos to consider music 
streaming as part of the bundles they offer consumers, in the 
same way they do with Netflix or HBO. Vodafone is doing 
this with Tidal but we think there are more opportunities. 
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SPOTIFY:  TOP 20 SONGS LAST YEAR IN PORTUGAL 
by average chart position in the Portugal Top 200 daily chart

INDUSTRY BABY (feat. Jack Harlow) - Lil Nas X,Jack Harlow
Easy On Me - Adele
STAY (with Justin Bieber) - The Kid LAROI,Justin Bieber
Quer Voar - Matuê
MONTERO (Call Me By Your Name) - Lil Nas X
love nwantiti (ah ah ah) - CKay
MORENA - Luan Santana
Trava na Pose, Chama no Zoom... - DJ Patrick Muniz,Dj Olliver,Mc Topre,Mc Rennan
Pepas - Farruko
Melhor De Mim - Lupambo Produções,rodrigo ramos lupambo
Não Nasceu pra Namorar - MC Zaquin,MC Rick
Bipolar - Mc Davi,Mc Pedrinho,Mc Don Juan
Bad Habits - Ed Sheeran
good 4 u - Olivia Rodrigo
Disco Arranhado - Funk Remix - Malu,DJ Lucas Beat
Woman - Doja Cat
NO CHÃO NOVINHA - Anitta,PEDRO SAMPAIO
love nwantiti (feat. Dj Yo! & AX’EL) - Remix - CKay,Dj Yo!,AX’EL
Grândola vila morena - José Afonso
abcdefu - GAYLE

LIL NAS X

YOUTUBE:  TOP 20 ARTISTS LAST YEAR IN PORTUGAL 
by average chart position in the Portugal weekly music video chart 

Marília Mendonça - SUPERA (Todos Os Cantos)
Bárbara Bandeira - Onde Vais (feat. Carminho)
Marília Mendonça - TODO MUNDO VAI SOFRER (Todos Os Cantos)
Anitta, PEDRO SAMPAIO - NO CHÃO NOVINHA (Official Music Video)
Luan Santana - MORENA (Clipe Oficial)
Lupambo - Melhor De Mim (Prod. Enzo No Beat) Official Video
Plutonio - Tirar Bilhete
Nininho Vaz Maia - Nova Era
Luan Santana - ILHA (Clipe Oficial)
GLORIA GROOVE - A QUEDA (CLIPE OFICIAL)
Future - Life Is Good (Official Music Video) ft. Drake
GIULIA BE - pessoa certa hora errada (video)
ROSÉ - ‘On The Ground’ M/V
Sara Carreira - Leva-me a Viajar (Associação Sara Carreira Version)
Zé Felipe e MC Danny - Toma Toma Vapo Vapo (Videoclipe Oficial)
Calema - Te Amo
MC Kevin O Chris - Tipo Gin - E Ela Tá Movimentando (Vídeo Oficial - DVD Todo Mundo...)
Master KG - Jerusalema [Feat. Nomcebo] (Official Music Video)
Nininho Vaz Maia & Cristiano Maia - Gosto de Ti
Luan Santana e MC Don Juan - SORRIA (Clipe Oficial)

MARILIA MENDONCA
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And the best thing we can do is to continue stepping up our 
A&R efforts to create more hits that people want to listen to 
on streaming services.”

Steve Bootland, director of The Portugal Music Scene, 
which offers international artist development for both 
Portuguese and international acts, is equally optimistic. 
“We’re constantly told things like subscription-based 
streaming platforms are showing high growth in Portugal, so 
we’re hopeful in thinking that it could also be reflective of 
the ‘connection’ between the listener and artist themselves 
even,” he says. 

“Last year we read 155% of the population in Portugal 
had mobile connections and there was a +10% increase in 
social media users, with just under an hour average per day 
listening to music streaming services. That doesn’t sound too 
bad when you don’t compare it to other countries, I guess.”

He believes that artists are also adapting to this new world. 
“Artists here are getting creative and steadily improving 
marketing drivers, learning there’s more than one streaming 
platform and more to a digital release strategy than just 
trying to get on that big playlist,” Bootland says. 

And this is part of a wider conversation around tech, which 
Bootland calls “very refreshing”. “These days you hear words 
and phrases like ‘cultural significance’, ‘embedded metadata’, 
‘non-featured performer’, ‘lead in time’ and more,” Bootland 
explains. “With our label services we discuss new exciting 
opportunities coming Web3, Metaverse, Music3, remunerating 
fans and even crew with smart contracts, Decentralised 
Autonomous Organisations and of course NFTs.”
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Gross domestic product
(current prices in US$bn and constant prices, % change)
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2019    2020    2021    2022    2023

-7.6%
+3.9%

+4.8% +2.5%

239.54 231.35 257.39 277.41 289.56

 

The Portuguese market is 
just a couple of years behind 
its neighbouring countries 
and there is plenty of room 
and opportunity  
for streaming revenue 
growth...”

Jose-Maria Barbat,
Sony Music Spain & 
Portugal

For Teixeira, all of this adds up to a very 
positive future. “I’m extremely confident 
about the future of the digital music market in 
Portugal,” he concludes. “More music fans are 
signing up to digital services, so I think you’ll 
see the profile of the market become closer to 
the European average over the next few years.”  

Barbat is equally optimistic. “Apart from the 
overall revenue growth, the increase rate of 
paid streaming users is a solid foundation for 
the sustainable development of the digital 
market in Portugal,” he says. “Moreover, 
when we take also into consideration the 
recovery of investment in advertising after 
the pandemic that will also deliver a beneficial 
impact on our video ad-supported revenue 
compared to 2020.”

In addition, he believes that there is a lot of room for voice-
enabled technology and DSPs “to bring additional value and 
drive growth in the Portugal music industry over the short 
term too”. 

“Ultimately our confidence lies in our music and our artists,” 
Barbat concludes. “Portugal is living in unprecedented 
times, as a whole new generation of diverse and talented 
young artists are, alongside the growth of the DSPs, 
reaching broader audiences and competing with the pop 
and Anglo repertoire. 

“We believe this openness from Portuguese audiences to 
their own local artists will enable more and more artists to 
emerge, grow and eventually cross borders.”
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